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Abs r cH.. Various attempts at determining the proper

moc s. ' propagating with exponential attenuation but

wi-it >i t change of form) in a straight waveguide with

vs\ losses are discussed. It appears that for a general

c: v s section a stringent treatment would require a

qu£druple series expansion along lines indicated by

C.C.. Johnson in "Field and wave electrodynamics (McGraw-

HiJi, 1965). For the most usual cross sections, circular

and rectangular, valid derivations can however be made

using simpler means. Earlier, incomplete, treatments

seem to have caused several widely accepted misconceptions,

some of which are discussed. Detailed calculations for

a rectangular guide are given in a companion note.



Principal symbols

Field quantities are RMS values with implied time

dependence exp(ja>t) .

E = (e+e )exp(-JY£) Mode electric field

(Lower case letters indicate that the (axial) ^-dependence

has been separated out, e =e £ represents the axial com-

ponent and e the transverse components.)

G = HZD=(2
+2 )exp(-JY£) Renormalized magnetic field

H = (h+h )exp(-jy^) Mode magnetic field

1/2
k = u)(yDuoeD£o)

 T E M propagation constant of dielectric

1/2
ZD = ^Dyo/'eDeo> T E M i m P e d a n c e o f dielectric

Zw Wall impedance

Z. Axial wall impedance

ZC = ^ZA Circumferential wall impedance

a Mode attenuation

8 Mode wave number

Y = 3"jo Axial propagation constant

2 2
P = k -Y p is a mode constant characterizing the

transverse variation, it also represents

the approximate cut-off value of k

i' ii' I. = ii * L Reference unit vectors at wall, £

direction of propagation (axial), 0

inward normal at wall

Superscript ° indicates ideal-guide mode



1. Introduction

The effect of wall losses on wave propagation in

wave guides has received considerable attention in the

literature. It is touched upon in most books on microwave

theory as well as in many general texts on electromagnetism.

In spite of this it seems difficult to find a correct

and convincing account together with reliable formulae

or diagrams for the simplest cases.

The boundary condition at the waveguide wall is

usually taken to be given by a wall impedance Z.. so that

0 x E = ZJJV^ (vxH) (at the wall) (1)

where £ is a unit normal directed from the metal into

the dielectric. To obtain a set of reference directions

at the wall we may introduce a circumferential unit vector

£ given by

£ - vx£ (2)

where £ is the axial unit vector in the direction away

from the source. Sometimes a more general (dyadic) wall

impedance is used, e.g. different in the circumferential

and axial directions

The most common approach to the problem is a straight-

forward power-loss argument, which is self-evidently



correct as long as the underlying assumption of small

deviations from the ideal-guide mode is valid. However,

the most common example is the rectangular waveguide

for which the fallacy of this basic assumption for dege-

nerate modes (e.g. TE1^ and TM..) should long have been

well known, cf. e.g. the papers by Miiller (1949) and

Papadopoulos (1954). Some of the treatments that go

beyond this are not very convincing and nearly all con-

tain assumptions that - although they can be justified -

are not verified in the analysis.

The transverse electric field of the lossy-wall mode

sought

Efc = e exp(-jYC) (4)

can be represented by a series in the ideal-guide-mode

transverse fields

2-
n

where e° is the transverse electric field function of

the n t n ideal-guide mode. The completeness of the functions

e is well known, cf. e.g. ref. 3, and will not be dis-

cussed further here. It is clear that we should not

expect the series (5) to be termwise differentiable

or to be valid at the boundary.



Now, the common - but usually unproved - assumptions

are that

(A) a lossy-wall moåa can be well approximated by a

finite sum including only ideal-guide modes having

the same propagation constant

where Z = ny /ee is the "wave impedance" of the

dielectric.

(B) approximations for the other field components - valid

also on the boundary - can be obtained by differen-

tiating the finite sum in eq. (6) e.g.

j£ ol o n
Yn~Ya

1/2where k = OJ (jj]joee ) ' is the propagation constant

of the dielectric.

Papadopoulos may be said to have established the

validity of assumption (A) but he took the validity of

(B) for granted and gave no indication whether his pro-

cedure could, in principle, be extended to give an improved

approximation. (The latter would also have represented

a large step towards showing that what one has obtained

does actually correspond to a solution of the original

problem). Further, both his final equations and his

diagram relating the calculated attenuation to conventional

power-loss values appear to be incorrect. Most later



authors do not even verify assumption (A). In view of

this we think there is a real need for yet another attempt

at approaching the ideal of a simple and reasonably well-

grounded treatment that leads to easily evaluated for-

mulae for the most common cases.

The methods suggested below are straightforward

but it is not obvious how far they can be generalized,

in fact we have found it expedient to use different

methods for rectangular and circular guides. The detailed

treatment of the rectangular guide is given in a separate

4 5
article . However, it should be noted that Johnson has

indicated how, by using four series

h = Ta h°, h = 7b h°— '• n-n Q L n en
(8)

instead of only that of eq. (5), one can avoid the dif-

ferentiations. Johnson's approach is elegant and very

general but also quite complicated, and he does not go

through any example. (The general formula given - without

number, p. 157 - for the attenuation with two degenerate

ideal-guide modes appears to be wrong, presumably because

of a mistaken conjecture that W should equal Wn't and

there is also a misleading misprint in the first 'defining

statement', eqs. 4.60 & 4.61 p. 118).

Since there are so many different treatments already

published, it may be appropriate to give a brief summary of

some other comments before we proceed with the derivations.



First it is important that the series (8) - which refer

to one lossy-wall mode and where we have no a priori

knowledge of the relations between the coefficients but

know that they have no (or if we prefer, the same)

^-dependence - should not be confused with an expansion

of the total field in an ideal guide in terms of

C-dependent normal modes, which may be so defined that

£n = bn = cn = dn (9)

(Naturally one could also let expressions like the series

(8) stand for an assumed expansion of the total field in

a lossy-wall guide, in which case the coefficients have

an unknown 5-dependence and neither of the above regu-

larities would obtain). Unfortunately, Johnson does not

make this distinction very clear and e.g. Robson

[iqs. (35) & (36)] ass imes ideal-mode series for one

lossy-wall mode to have the property (9). Essentially,

this is equivalent to the, equally untenable, termwise

differentiation asserted by Collin [sec- 5.4 eqs. (51a & b)]

The orthogonality properties of degenerate ideal-guide

modes may also give rise to some confusion. Typically,

using TM and TE modes one can establish a number of simul-

taneous orthogonality properties such as

/ e««s£ d s = Jh°-hf!dS = Je°xh°.£dS = 0 (for mjin) (10)
' —n —n\ ' —n —m ' ~n —m •*

and one may also choose some convenient normalization -

although one cannot require both e real and



(12)

since evanescent modes must be included. Further each

TM or TE mode has a wave impedance so that e = Z h_*£..

However, since it is sometimes suitable to consider com-

binations of degenerate TM and TE modes as normal modes

it is important to realize that for those it is normally

possible to require only one of the orthogonality pro-

perties above; and it is thus essential not to use the

term orthogonal modes without specifying what kind of

orthogonality one means. It is also clear that such modes

do not have a wave impedance although the contrary is

often taken for granted, e.g. by Collin7 [pp. 188 and

209-210, eqs. (97)]. (It may also be noted that the concept

of mode ortogonality is sometimes given a completely

different meaning, e.g. by Poincelot [sec. 22.1] , who

takes the term to refer to the pointwise perpendicularity

of the two transverse vectors V M^rY) ar*d V><EIJJ=~£XV^ -

which, of course, cannot^ for the same ty , represent ideal-

guide transverse electric fields although Foincelot seems

to think so.)

The somewhat unfortunate term "mode coupling" has

come to be applied both to the removal of degeneracy and

mode modification due to wall impedance (i.e. that a

proper lossy-wall mode - propagating without change of

form - normally has a well-defined infinite expansion in

ideal-guide modes as in eq. (5)) and also to the power

coupling between such lossy-wall modes (i.e. that when



two proper modes propagate in the same guide there will

be a, mainly oscillatory, mutual power flow causing

decreased wall losses in certain regions and increased

losses in other regions) . Although the power flows are

in general coupled in this way, it can be shown that, for

two degenerate ideal-guide modes above cut-off the zero-

order approximations of the combinations that correspond

to proper lossy-wall modes will in fact exhibit power

orthogonality. However, this is hardly self-evident and -

especially since it does not simplify the calculations -

does not seem to be suitable as a starting point for a
9

treatment of lossy-wail modes as suggested by Collin .

Some authors, e.g. Kurokawa , Gustincic and

Robson have chosen a more roundabout way for deriving the

zero-order approximation in that they first establish the

st itionarity of some c wplex-f unction variational expres-

sion. It is, however, not obvious why this should reduce

the need for establishing the validity of assumptions (A)

and (B) above. It may be noted that Kurokawa has ob-

served the danger ox differentiating the series (5) above,

but apparently takes this to refer to <> (,*[c e?)/tic rather

than to assumption i.n) whose validity is still taken for

granted.

It should also be mentioned that a, qualitatively

quite different, perturbation approach has been attempted

by Morse and Foshbsch and Karbowiak ' . For a circular

cross section a fiomewhat sirniJar treatment turns out to



be equivalent to a straightforward solution of the

boundary value problem as given below, sec. 3. For a

rectangular guide, however, the resulting equations

outnumber the available variables and it is easy to see

that, with the boundary condition (1), these equations

are incompatible, cf. sec.4 below. In spite of this

Morse and Feshbach [p. 1828] assert that their finished

computations gave results justifying their subsequent

use of the power-loss method. Karbowiak [sec. 4]

(whose paper is one of the most often cited sources in

this field) has realized that the equations do not have

a solution. However, instead of rejecting his assumptions,

he concludes that "in fact, it is only the H» - and H Q-

modes that can propagate down a uniform and imperfect

guide without change of form"!

Very little work ;eems to have been done to investi-

gate to what extent it may be relevant to use a concept

of approximate TE and TM modes with mn^O in a lossy-
rsr ran mn

wall rectangular guide. Naturally it is possible to ar-

range the excitation so that at some section there is no

significant axial magnetic (or electric) field; and over

some distance - that is short compared to the shortest

attenuation length for the proper modes - the field should

then remain essentially TM (or TE) and the losses could

be computed by means of the power-loss method. It is

clearly necessary to present such formulae with appropriate

restrictions.



As we noted initially, the most common presentation,

of the power-loss method even in recent texts, is a blunt

assertion of its general validity with no restrictions

at all except perhaps that one must not be too close to

cut-off. Usually separate formulae are given for TE _,

TE and TM , attenuations, and it is left to the reader

to realize that the TE formula must not be used for

m=0. (Ramo.. Whinnery & van Duser |p. 423J have reintro-

duced a misprint from the first edition of their earlier

15 r
book .p. 3 4 3' so that the reader has to guess which

9 <- iformula refers to TM waves.) Collin [p. 102] has copied

the formulae for TE and TM attenuation from his
nm mn

earlier book/ I p. 191] adding a note which - although

differently phrased - must be taken to mean that the TM
mn

formula given is never valid and the TE formula only
mn

f o - mn=0. In Coll in's '1E
nn formula there is also an ob-

vious lack of symmetry so that it must be false for one

of the two remaining cases. The 1>E
mn formula given by

Lewin [p. 28^ can be seen to be equivalent to that of

Collin, whereas Lew.tn's TM formula jjp. 29} is essentially

different from what is usually stated. For reference we

shall list the various expressions in a form that facili-

tates comparison. Denoting the Neumann factor by £

1 for n-0
on ~ (13a)

2 for n>0

the cutoff "wave number" by k
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_

b

and putting 1^ = RcZw the conventional formulae for the

attenuation coefficient a can be written (for ZQ real)

K/Z f e c k 2 k2 ll°I?L+-™L) *V Z D LfoEL on. kc . ,. kc, ( 7 ^ 2 ^ . 2 }

C ^ 1 + ( 1 ) ba ab7—5~T75 V T T T ' ~~5 T vx—?J oa ab'
(l-k2/k2)1/2 a b k2 k2 ~ ~,m . n

(14a)

m2 n2

(l-k2/k2)1/2

7 Q 16
The alternative a T E suggested by Collin ' and Lewin is

2
2 2 ( o n > 2 n )

VZD , 2 / o n A . M
 kc, ba2 ab2

and Lewin's suggestion for arn,. is

(l-k2/k
2)1/2

Without proper restrictions it might be tempting to

think in terms of propagating TE and TM modes that are

coupled together via the wall losses. This might lead to

false conclusions such as "an E-wave will, when passing

down the guide, gradually change entirely into an H-wave
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and then back again into an E-wave" [Karbowiak , p. 703}.

(For Zw - (l+j)Rw as i ; usually assumed, it is clear

that a relative phase shift of 2T - which would make the

phase relation between the H -fields of the proper modes

the same as at the point where they are assumed to cancel -

would correspond to a relative attenuation e ^ so that

the H -fields will, by no means, cancel again.) It may

also be tempting to believe, [Lewin , p. 29] that it

is the circumstance that « T E ? aTMm t n a t breaks the

degeneracy. (If this were true one would also expect that,

at a frequency for which a ™ _ = a™,M , these modes
I D ^mil Jlr*l f lull

would, somehow, be degenerate so that any combination could

propagate with unchanged proportions, (e.g. for TE,, and

TMi:L with a = 2b at k/kc rs. /3 according to eqs. (14).

Lewin [p. 32] - accepting Karbowiak's result - goes on

to assert that "no stable combination [of TE and TM

modes, mn^O] can persist, since their attenuations, ...,

are clearly quite different".

Finally, it should be stressed that (although they may

lack in stringency) the arguments of Papadopoulos - and

to a somewhat lesser degree some of the other treatments

mentioned above - are obviously a sufficient demonstration

of the falsity of the power-loss method when applied to

the nearly degenerate modes in a lossy-wall rectangular

guide.

2. Waveguides of arbitrary cross-section

In the following derivations we shall consider closed

straight waveguides whose crors section and other proper-
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ties are independent of the ^-coordinate and whose in-

terior is filled with a homogeneous dielectric having

constant, possibly complex, relative permittivity and

permeability eD and un. SI units and RMS values are used

throughout, but to obtain greater symmetry in the; formulae

we shall use a renormalized magnetic field.

G = H((iDUo/fDeo)
1/2 = H2D (15a)

where ZQ is the TEM wave impedance of the dielectric;

The time dependence is taken to be exp(jwt), which

factor will be suppressed, and the frequency will essen

tially appear only in the propagaticn constant

k = w(viDuQeD«.o) ' (15b)

Wich this notation the relevant Maxwell's equations take

the form

curl E = -jkG, curl G = jkE (16)

We are looking for waveguide modes, i.e. solutions

to eqs. (16), with appropriate boundary conditions, having

the form

E = (e+er)exp(-jyc,) (17a)

G = (<i+<lr)exp(-y(r,) (17b)
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wh^re lower-case letters are used to indicate that the

^-dependence has been separated out and, further, e and

2 represent the transverse components, e»^ - g_.£. = 0,

and e = eri» 3.r ~ ^rs- ^-
e axial components. Finally,

7=6-ja, with a and 6 real, a>0 or a=0 (3>0.

Under very general conditions - essentially ensuring

that the magnetic field tangential to the wall is much

smaller on the outside than on the inside - a sufficiently

smooth wall of homogeneous metal (enclosing a region where

the typical length of the field variation is a and such

that either the wall thickness D<<a or the skin depth

5<--'a) may with good accuracy be represented by a boundary

condition relating the components of E and H tangential

to and just inside the wail

z
TT- (18)—tan — —tan <Satanh • t.». • .1, v/ u i «_

as anticipated in eq. (1) above. Approximate boundary

conditions of this type are discussed e.g. by Dahlberg

It is also plausible to assume that for suitably corrugated

walls, say, valid approximate boundary conditions should

be those given by eqs. (3).

Combining eqs. (16) and (17) one finds

(V2+p)e = 0 (19a)

(V2+p)2 = 0 (19b)

(V2+p)e » 0, (v2+p)a - 0 (19c,d)
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o 2 2

where 7 = 77-- V*Vx and p = k - y . We see that we can

use any one of e, g_ or (er , gr) to express the two

others, viz.

3j. = V.e

= -Vve (20)

r = 7*q (21)

kye = ̂ x^ 1

jpe = yVe - ^
': (22)

jpg_ = Y7gr + k £ V

For a lossy-wall mode, we may put,

2 ~ la 3° ^or s = ̂ c e°) (23 a,b)

where {g°} (or{e°}) is some suitable complete system;

e.g. the ideal-guide-mode transverse-field functions,

which may be taken to be orthonormalized so that, for

the integral over the guide cross section

/s 2n' 2 m
d S = *nm (24)

Further, any one of eqs. (19) is equivalent with the

vanishing of all its Fourier coefficients with respect
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to a complete system. Thus for eq. (19 b), subtracting

the integral of another null function to obtain a simple

formula, we have

- Js 2-^
2+P°)2°ds = ° (25)

After some simplification, using the vector identity

V-[a*(Vxb) + a(v«b)] = a-v b + (yxa) (vxb) + <va)(V«b)

(26)

and the divergence theorem (remembering that v_ is the

inward normal) we find

where f>r,...a? is the line integral around the circumference

of the guide cross section. For the ideal-guide magnetic-

field functions we have Vxg_° = 0 and 0_-£° = 0 at the

wall, so that the last two terms in the line integral will

vanish automatically. For the lossy-wall mode g_ we have

from eq. (21 b)

(28)

at the wall. Also, assuming Z./Z and

Z /Z = qZ,/2^ (29)
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to be constant on each wall one finds from eq. (16 a)

(30 a)

where s is the Lame coefficient for t in the orthogonal

v^x-coordinate system (ds = s dvv̂  + d^£ + s d u ) . For

cases where s = 1, e.g. rectangular or circular guides,

one may use eq. (21 a) to obtain

< 3 0 b>

at the wall which is, of course, especially simple for a

uniform wall impedance, i.e. when q = 1.

Substituting eqs. (28) and (30) into eq. (27), one

obtains a comparatively simple set of equations relating

the coefficients an. From these equations it is evident

that all coefficients an will be of order 1^/1 except

those for which p° ». p, and alsc that c must be such that

p-p° = c)(Zw/ZD) for some n. This constitutes a justifica-

tion of assumption (A) discussed in the introduction. (The

justification is however based on the assumption that a

normalization of g_, e.g. as in eq. (24), may be taken to

give a quantitative limitation also for the terms in the

line integral. It should also be mentioned that, strictly

speaking, the procedure adopted only establishes that if

there exists a proper mode it should be found in this way.

To prove conclusively that the result approximates a solu-

tion would be much nore difficult - one way may be to show

that the series, in powers of Z^/Z^ and Zr/ZD, obtained for
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P and the coeificients a converge - this will not be at-

tempted here. Although tla differentiation with respect

to T in eq. (30 a) cou^d be removed by means of inte-

gration by parts, it must be remembered that gr also

corresponds to a differentiation of g_. Thus it is not

obvious that the series (23) may be used directly to

evaluate the terms in brackets in eq. (30) even to lowest

order. In the subsequent paper we shall see that this

can indeed be done for a rectangular cross section and

that, for that case, the procedure may also be extended

to higher orders.

If we use the series (23 b) - expanding the electric

rather than the magnetic field - as has been more common,

a similar procedure leads to a set of equations for the

coefficients c , but now the line integral will involve

second derivatives of the lossy-wall mode field which

makes it even more difficult to justify a term-wise

differentiation at. the wall.

3. Waveguide with circular cross section

Waveguides with other cross sections than rectangular

can presumably be treated in an analogous way, using eqs.

(27)-(30), but it will be more difficult to establish

the validity of the estimates of the derivatives, assump-

tion B above. For the case of a circular cross section

with no azimuthal variation of the wall impedance it so

happens that the problem is amenable to a straightforward

elementary analysis of the same hind as that leading to

the ideal guide modes. This fact is rather well known, but
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since the analysis is seldom completed and since it serves

to illustrate certain aspects of the general lossy-wall

problem, we shall give a brief outline here.

For a constant Y the general solution of eqs. (19 c)

and (19 d) is

e- = 2. am Jm ( < r ) e (31 a)

<3r = I b J (Kr)eJ'"" (31 b)
'' -en '

expressed in cylindrical coordinates r, $, t, and using

a complex-form Fourier decomposition of the azimuthal

dependence. Here J denotes the Bessel function of order

m and K is given by

K2 « o = k2-Y2 (31 c)

(The choice of root is arbitrary.) We shall use J' to

denote the derivative of the Bessel function (with respect

to the full argument) in the conventional way. In order to

find the waveguide modes we must impose a boundary condi-

tion like eq.(1), (3) or (IB). It may be expected that the

series (31 a) and (31 b) can be differentiated term by

term and it will be obvious that if Z_ and Z are inde-

pendent of (j., there v/ij] be no "coupling" between terms

for different m in these series; this may be seer, by

equating to zero the Fourier coefficients of the boundary

condition equations
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et " ( ZC / ZD ) g; = ° (32)

er + <Z
A/

ZD>9* = 0 ( 3 3 )

Using eqs. (22) to obtain the azimuthal component we find

• k ZC
5^- a J (<a) + 2— h J' !t:a) - (•=— )b J (ica) - 0 (34 a)

z m in ^ * i T i r n 6-, in in< a " D

V m ( K a > + ^ [ ^ bmJm«a> " £ amJm<Ka5J = ° (34 b)

where a is the inner radius of the waveguide. For z r = z
A
=

these equations at once yield the well-known ideal-guide

modes

TE :a =n, J'(yh°a)=0 or ,-h°= j' /a (35 a)
mn m ' rn mn mn Jmn/

%na)=0 or C ' W a (35 b)

where j and j' represent the n positive zeros of Jmxmn mn m

and J'(x) in the conventional way, and where we have added

a superscript h or e to distinguish K-values referring to

TE (or H) waves from those referring to TM (or E) waves.

The completeness of the resulting field functions is also

well known.

For a non-vanishing, but small, wall impedance eqs. (34]

can be solved rather easily by substituting series in

powers of the small quantities Z
A / Z D and Z^/Z- for am/b_

and (Kh-j^n/a) - for "TE modes" - and for b m/a m and

(<e-Jmn/a) - for "TM modes". Using the Taylor series de-

velopment- s
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•'inn

l 3 6 a )

Jm(K
ea) = K«a j;(JmR) + ... (36 b)

where

$ " "* " ^ / a (36 C )

<* - <e - D^/a (36 d)

one obtains to first order for the "TE modes"

^°a/<^n>
2] < V V + ••' (37 a)

K*a = j m n C P A
2
 D " ^ "'" " + ... (37 b)

ka 1~m /(i' )*- mn

where y° is the ideal-guide value given by y° =k - (ic^) •

For the "TM modes" one finds instead

(ZA/ZD) + ... (38 a)

V a n " - [^° a /<W 2 i (VZ
D) + •" (38 b)

where Y ° is now given by yo2=k2- (K®^) 2.

From eqs.(38) we see that, to first order, the "TM

modes" are not affected by Zc; and from eq. (34 a) it is

easy to see that this will be true also to second order.

However, going to third order in eq. (34 a), we see that

Zc will in fact affect the solution - unless Zft = 0 or
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m = O, either of which would imply b /a = 0. (It may be

that Karbowiak [sec. 5.2] had the case Z =0 in mind

when he concluded that TM waves would be unaffected by

Z-, however large it might be.) From eqs. (34) it is

clear that lossy-wail modes with m=0 or for zA=0 will be

purely TE(a.-O) or TM(bQ=0). In other cases the lossy-wall

mode corresponding to, say, the TE ideal-guide mode

may be said to consist of a main TE component, g -

= J (K r) exp (jm<j>) , with K (and thus the propagation con-

stant y) slightly modified, complemented by a small TM

component, e = (am/b )J (r r) exp(jm<J>) . However, the

latter component cannot be considered to be a small amount

of the TM wave,mn

For the circular waveguide, the ideal-guide modes TE m n

and TE_m - and similarly TM p and TM_mn - are degenerate,

arH it is obvious that the corresponding lossy-wall modes

will remain degenerate. (We could equally well have worked

with different combinations, e.g. with plane polarization

instead of rotating.) Further, since J'(x)=-J1(x), the

ideal-guide modes TEQ and TM±1 are also degenerate.

However, under the assumption of constant wall impedance,

the zero-order proper modes will be just the TE- and

TM+1 The presence of one proper mode, degenerate or not,

will not affect the propagation (or attenuation) of a

second mode, although - just as for the proper modes in a

general gujde - trv? .sirr.uJ taneous propagation of several

modes may lead to a redistribution of the wall heating.

When the wall losses in a circular guide are treated
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in the above straightforward manner there is absolutely

no indication for assigning the attenuation to some kind

of "mode coupling". Thus, it does not seem physically

relevant to talk of "the contribution due to the TE__ mode

on the attenuation constant a of the TE . mode" (Johnson ,

Problem 4.22).

Most of the results obtained in this section may be

found in Karbowiak's' paper, although the premisses for

his derivation were rather different, cf. next section.

4. The Morse-Feshbach-Karbowiak approach

Finally we shall examine the validity of an alternative

approach to the rectangular-quide problem. Let us look

for solutions given by the following combination of axial

field components

g^ = cos(icm£+xh)cos(.\nn+yh) (39 a)

er = Tsin(icmC+xe)sin(Ann+ye) (39 b)

(possibly with a correction which together with its deri-

vatives is small compared to ZW/ZD). In eqs. (39)

= m77~xh~xh = m7 T~ xe~ xé
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Here x. , x/f x etc ar> small and constant; T is also

constant, |T| << 1 corresponding to a (nearly) TE mode

and JT| >> 1 to a (nearly) TM mode. It is assumed that

Z. and Zp/Z. = q are constant on each wall.

The form of solution suggested above may be seen

as a slight generalization of those taken for granted

by Morse and Feshbach12 [p. 1828] and Karbowiak13 [sec. 4]

While Morse and Feshbach only study rectangular guides in

this context, Karbowiak [sec. 5], as a second example

of what he considers t<"> be the same method, makes the

seemingly analogous assumption

( 4 1 a )

( 4 1 b >

for the axial fields in a lossy-wall circular guide with

a constant wall impedance. Karbowiak's second example is

obviously equivalent to the result of a straightforward ri-

gorous analysis as described above; whereas the assumption

(39) will - as we shall see - lead to incompatible equa-

tions except under very special circumstances. What is

the difference? The most obvious difference is that only

one of the components in eqs. (41) represents an approxi-

mate ideal-guide mode and a small amount of the other can

provide an adequate correction for wall losses, whereas

in (39) both components are, in general, approximate ideal-
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guide modes and the combination is insufficiently general

to allow wall losses to be taken into account.

Let us number the four walls consecutively, putting

ZA/ZD=z, and q=Z(;/ZA=q1 for wall 1 (n=0) (47 a)

ZA/ZD=z2 and q=q2 for wall 2 (£=a), etc (42 b)

For simplicity we shall assume that all z and q n are

finite and non-zero. To see under what conditions a solu

tion of the form (39) is possible, we now impose the

eight boundary conditions given by eq. (3). Writing out

the first one in full we have

3 z 1 = (- j e . /q f) j
-r>Tsln(K

'n=0

(43)

From this, and the other seven similar equations, it is

clear that we must have x. -x =x, x/=x'=x' etc. (This was
f i t - l i t .

in fact assumed from the outset by the authors cited.)

Thus the eight boundary conditions give

jz = ZlLE
TkA

tan y=

t a n

k>

o q
tan y (44 a)

( 4 4 b )



Tv ̂  +kf
-pT , , ' "n ir. . , , .. ,

'l--\ t a n x = rz tanx1 (44 c)m ' An

Ty>.

(Here it is only necessary to determine eqs. (44 a), the

others follow from suitable changes of coordinate axes.)

As they stand, eqs. (44) represent 8 equations in 5 in-

dependent unknowns, e.g. y, y', x, x1 and T. Obviously,

we must, at least, require

q1 = q3 and q2 = q4 (45)

However, this is not enough since we still have 6 equations,

e.g. the first equality in each line of eqs. (44) and,

say,

qiP
2T = (>rk>.n+Y<m) ̂ X n-T YK m) (46 a)

q2p
2'T = (TyXn+kK-m) (Tk<m--Y\,) (46 b)

Adding these two equations we find, since

(47)

that

(n1+q2)p
2T = (k2~Y

2) (K^+X^JT = o2T (48)
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which means that, in addition to eqs. (45), we must require

q1 + q2 = *

If all the walls are similar, say <3n=q for n=1,2,3,4,

we must thus have q=l/2, which clearly represents a rather

special case: Morse and Feshbach assumed q=1# so that

their equations can have no solution. Karbowiak , on the

other hand, primarily considered waveguides in which all

walls except one were taken to be perfectly conducting.

For such guides the question of the compatibility of eqs.

(44) does not arise, but one cannot expect to find a

(first-order) solution for four imperfect walls by some

kind of superposition of such solutions. However, it is

clear that for non-degenerate modes, i.e. m=0 or n=0, the

field with only one we 11 imperfect will - just as the

more easily derived ideal-guide field - represent a zero-

order approximation of the proper-mode field. This means

that the total losses obtained by summing the losses for

the four cases will be correct to first order. For "higher-

order" modes, with mn/0, the zero-order field configura-

tion will normally depend on which wall is lossy, but

tliis can be no reason for concluding - as Karbowiak. did -

that there cannot exist any proper modes in more general,

lossy-wali rectnnguJar wavequxdes for such values of m

and n.
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Various attempts at determining the proper modes

(propagating with exponential attenuation but without

change of form) in a straight waveguide with wall

losses are discussed. It appears that for a general

cross section a stringent treatment would require a

quadruple series expansion along lines indicated by

C.C. Johnson in "Field and wave electrodynamics (McGraw-

Hill, 1965). For the most usual cross sections, circular

and rectangular, valid derivations can however be made

using simpler snosns. Surlier, incomplete, treatments

see:: to have caused nov ra] widely accepted misconceptions,

some of which are discussed. Detailed caJculations for

a rectangular guide ara qivpn in ••? companion note.
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